Federal Loans Require Oaths

Students applying for federal loans are required to sign a statement promising that they will not be known until early March.

State Aid

for undergraduate loans and grants home counties. The outcome from a college education.

The proposal comprised the findings of a plan, presented last semester’s last meeting of the Student Faculty Committee on Student Activities (SFCSA). Criticizing the General Faculty and the General Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFCFA) for “continually making decisions that have little or no impact upon student life,” the members of this body agreed that it would be impossible to define the term “religion, political, and social action” without a great deal of deliberation.

Dr. Robert U. Akers (University Life) observed that he could easily interpret “social action” to cover every organized group on campus. According to the General Faculty ruling, groups falling within any of the three categories shall not be required to file membership lists. They shall, however, be denied student fee allocations. The interpretation of the three terms was specifically left to the SFCSA, both of the two branches of the College.

The plan, adopted by a 5-2 vote, requires that student organizations wishing to be placed within the scope of the General Faculty ruling must request such a designation from SFCSA.

In addition, any student, member of the College’s operating costs, and经费, and for a request for a separation of two seemingly unrelated issues.”

The “compromise” is not placed on the agenda of the February 26 meeting, and if the BHE refuses to reverse the decision, then Miss Roth, with the support of Council, may bring the case to court.

Twin Resolutions

The two-point campaign launched against the “lists” plan was adopted in twin resolutions passed by Student Council last Wednesday.

The first resolution, initiated by Miss Roth and approved by a 14-3 vote, challenged the legality of the General Faculty plan on the grounds that it is against the BHE bylaws and that it did not receive approval of the Student Faculty Fee Committee (SFPCF) in changing the allocation of monies.

This SC resolution also condemned the Faculty’s plan as illegal on the grounds that a change in the allocation of monies has taken place without a student referendum and without approval of Student Council.

President Buell G. Gallagher "A Viewpoint Involuntary"
Professor Victor Schechter (Biology) receives posthu­ mourous recognition today with the publication of his book, "The Invertebrates." He died at the age of fifty-one.

A graduate of the College in 1927 with a Bachelor of Science degree, he earned his master's degree and doctorate from Columb­ia University.

He joined the Biology Depart­ment in 1957 as a Fellow. In a year, he rose to Tutor, and in 1935 he was promoted to Instructor.

Six years later he became an Assistant Professor and in 1946 he achieved an Associate Professorship.

During the last eighteen years, Professor Schechter devoted his summers to research study at the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole, Massachusetts. He also served with the Scripps Insti­tute of Oceanography at La Jolla, California in 1939, and with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service Laboratory at Pensacola, Florida in 1942.

Dr. Schechter was a member of the Ecological Society of America, the New York Academy of Science, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the American Association of University Professors, and the American Association of Zoologists. He was associated with the Na­tion of the Boy Scouts of America and was a Vice-President of the Educator's Lodge of the B'nai B'rith.

He authored numerous articles on invertebrates and marine bi­ology. His final work, "The In­vertebrates," is scheduled for re­lease today by publisher Prentice-Hall.

Surviving are his widow, the former Ruth Harris, and four children, Matthew, Sara Ann, Jenny­ salt and Laurens.

---

**Diffie ...**

(Continued From Page 1)

President Buell G. Gallagher, commenting on Prof. Diffie's pro­posal in a letter to Alumni Associa­tion President Harold A. Linton, agreed that a lower student-facul­ty ratio was desirable. However, he said, this should not be ob­tained by cutting enrollment. The College's admission standards, ex­cept for a brief period following World War Two, have never been higher, he added, and students.

AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council will oppose in every moral way possible the invasion of student rights and responsibilities as well typified by the "compromise" membership list-organization discrimination plan passed by the General Faculty.

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council considers the actions of the General Faculty on this issue to be both illegal and immoral.

AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council calls on every group and individual within the college community to oppose this dangerous precedent by every legal and moral means at their disposal.

---

**Council 'Condemnation'**

WHEREAS the General Faculty passed an untenable and totally un­acceptable "compromise" on the question of membership lists at its January 15 meeting, and

WHEREAS that "compromise" coupled two seemingly individual issues in order to satisfy the prejudices of different sections of the faculty, and

WHEREAS the monetary discrimination which will henceforth be applied to religious, political and social-action organizations is the antithesis of the democratic spirit and disregards precisely those groups which must be encouraged in today's world of crisis, and

WHEREAS the General Faculty, by its refusal to hear or meet with valid representatives of the student body has shown its contempt for, and utter disregard of, the wishes of the student body.

BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council will oppose in every moral way possible the invasion of student rights and responsibilities as well typified by the "compromise" membership list-organization discrimination plan passed by the General Faculty.

FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council considers the actions of the General Faculty on this issue to be both illegal and immoral.

AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED that Student Council calls on every group and individual within the college community to oppose this dangerous precedent by every legal and moral means at their disposal.
Mister H Goes to Washington, Confers With Political Bigwigs

By RENEE COHEN

After years of occupying a position as a "top man on the Student Government turf," Mike Horowitz has finally moved up to municipal and national politics.

Last term's inept journey to Washington, DC during in- session. There, his vacation was marked by "my meeting some famous people... Senator Hubert Humphrey, Democrat from Minnesota, and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt." I am very interested," Horowitz said, "in the possibility of having either Hubert Humphrey or Adlai Stevenson as the 1960 Democratic presidential candidate." He said he spoke to Humphrey and "offered my services" to work toward a Democratic victory in the next election with the Senator as the future resident of the White House.

The former SG President emphasized that Senator Humphrey was "completely uncommon." He pronounced his primary intent is to be "a good senator." "Mrs. Roosevelt," Horowitz said, admiringly switching subjects, "is a fantastic woman, possessing the kind of personality I admire, but I don't completely agree with all of her political philosophy.

Along with ex-Senator Herbert Lehman of New York and Thomas P. Fintel, campaign manager for ex-Governor Averell Harriman, Mrs. Roosevelt is campaigning to save Tammany Hall boss Carmine DeSapio. Horowitz pronounced his support of such a move and stated that "I want to see decent political leadership. He expressed the hope that students at the College would see it fit to follow the campaign.

Horowitz denied rumors that he had appeared before the House committee investigating the draft question. He lamented his inability to go so, since he could no longer act as an official representative of the College.

Horowitz announced his support of the two-year extension of the present draft program and a critical and thorough study of it as proposed by Senator Wolf of Iowa. The alternative for this action would be a simple four-year extension of the present system.

The former SG President added that an active position on the question of the creation of the draft should be taken by the National Students Association (NSA) and the SG Executive Committee at the College.

Horowitz laughingly added that any action which might be taken on the draft question would come too late to "save" him. "I'm going into the army in June," he explained.

Kennan Gives Russian Talks

George F. Kennan, former United States Ambassador to the Soviet Union, will discuss Soviet-American relations in a series of three lectures to be delivered at the College during February and March.

Mr. Kennan will use as the title of his talks, "The Initial Encounter of the Soviet Union and the West, 1917-1924." He is internationally considered an expert on Russia since the Revolution, according to Professor Joseph E. Wissan (Chums. History).

The series is sponsored by the History Department and inaugurates the "City College Lectures in History" project.

Mr. Kennan will speak at 5 PM in Aronow Auditorium on three consecutive Wednesdays: February 25, March 4, and March 11. Admission is by invitation only, but 150 tickets will be available to students for each lecture.

These tickets may be obtained from Prof. Wissan and Professor Aaron Noland (History). The remainder of the tickets have been reserved for faculty of the College and of other institutions.

MISTER H GOES TO WASHINGTON

"Patience" Stages at City College

The first student production of the new term will be presented by the Gilbert and Sullivan Society Friday and Saturday evenings in the Stuyvesant High School auditorium, First Avenue and Fifteenth Street.

The Society has chosen Gilbert and Sullivan's famous operetta "Patience" as its first full-length production in more than a year. Last term, the group presented "Trial by Jury," a short, one-act musical vignette.

"Patience" is a spoof on asceticism, according to Muriel Garfinkel, president of the Society. Historically, the story aims to satirize Oscar Wilde, a poet of the nineteenth century.

Starring in the show will be Sylvia Mills as Patience Richard Solor as Bunthorne (Wilde), and Alex Orfaly as Grooven, the honest poet of the day.

Bunthorne is a sham, yet all the young ladies worship him for his good looks and charm. But he has a hard time persuading Patience, the only girl who refuses to be affected by his personality, to marry him.

The Musical Director of the production is Sylvan Suskin, who held the same position in the Musical Comedy Society. He was also the mentor of G&S's presentation of "Trial by Jury." Suskin is assisting in directing "Patience" by Alux Farkas.

Bill Wegner who is on the staff of the Speech Department, is the Stage Director. He had theatrical experience in the Midwest before coming to the College. Henry Herschberg, a long-time member of G&S, is his assistant.

"Patience" is produced by Muriel Garfinkel, who maintains that this production promises to be one of the best ever presented at the College. This is due in part to the lavish costumes and sets planned. Martin Fuller, Joel Harris, and Art Appel are Set Directors. Tickets for the show will be on sale every day this week in the Finley Center, opposite Buttenweiser Lounge, and by student representatives throughout the school. Prices for Friday and Saturday performances are one dollar and $1.25 respectively.
Scores Double Victory In Alumni Assoc. Despite Odds

There is no longer a need for would-be lady engineers to come between their slide-rule, for fear of being told not to enter "exclusively male profession."

"Mrs. Roslyn Gitlin, as a shining example of this, has proved that technology is no longer a man's game. She has been twice elected President of the Engineering Alumni, a 150-member organization, where men outnumber women one hundred-to-one.

Bias Decreased

Although Mrs. Gitlin believes that "this bias has decreased since World War II," she feels that "women are an untapped source of power."

"In my receiving a degree in Chemical Engineering at the College in 1964, Mrs. Gitlin went on to obtain a Master's degree in Organic Chemistry from Columbia University.

She held the position of Assistant Editor of Chemical Engineering, a technical publication of Mrs. Grose-Hill. After her daughter was born last February, Mrs. Gitlin returned to work part-time as a consultant to Grose-Hill, doing most of her work at home.

Trained Gradually

Active in Alumni functions since graduation, this house-wife-engineer expressed no surprise at being elected President of the Engineering Alumni. "Although there are so few women in the organization," she observed, "I can honestly say we have been treated with great respect at all times.

In addition to her alumni duties, Mrs. Gitlin participates in the National Society of Women Engineers, where she has served as Chairman of its mettia, New York section. One of the purposes of this organization, Mrs. Gitlin explained.

On Sports Column

(Continued from Page 8)

The little guard points to the Adelphi game, which the Lavender lost by ten, as the start of the team's demoralization. "Holman mapped out the entire strategy and we followed it exactly. But we didn't win," Hurwitz recalled. "After that we seemed to lose faith in ourselves."

I spoke to other ballplayers, some of them—like Tony Pellicone and Herb Waller have already left the organization—bustantly. I have no doubt that the ballplayers were earnest when I spoke to them. Some of their complaints are genuine. But what disturges me is their self-conscious, their preoccupation with Holman's "inflexibility."

I hope that some of them will read this column and get mad enough to win a few games. If this is possible anymore.

Roslyn Gitlin a Success In Male Universe At the College

One of the few young women with job opportunities in the field of engineering.

While attending the College, Mrs. Gitlin took part in numerous extra-curricular activities, including Tech News, Vector, and Student Council. In the belief that "they are an integral part of a college education.

She does not advocate, however, such participation in incoming students because they "might not yet know their capacities and would devote too much time to extra-curricular activities at the expense of school work."

Mrs. Gitlin points out that during her days as a student she did not feel "uncomfortable" because "I was looked upon as one of the boys." She advises all present and future female engineers "to try to get ahead on their merits, and not to take advantage of their womanly attributes."

Right now her career is being curtailed by the attention she must give her "future engineer of the family. However, she believes that her engineering experience has helped her in her role as homemaker.

"As an engineer," she says, "I am trained to be methodical, precise, and efficient planning a new home or a business."

Who fixes the television when it breaks down? "Why, a repairman, of course. And besides, that's an Electrical Engineer's job and I'm a Chemical Engineer."

Mrs. Roslyn Gitlin

Woman's World

is to acquaint young women with job opportunities in the field of engineering.

... -- Text of Fee Proposal

WHEREAS the student activities fee was, in its origin, initiated and supported by affirmative action by the Student Council and the student body, and

WHEREAS no change in the amount of monies allocated or the administration of said monies has taken place except through the adoption of a referendum by vote of the student body or enactment by the Student-Faculty Fee Committee, and

WHEREAS the previously uncontravened intention of said fee was to provide necessary funds for the support of extra-curricular activities undertaken by chartered student organizations, and

WHEREAS the by-law of the Board of Higher Education prohibits the chartering of militaristic and anti-religious organizations, by any act or indication has said Board disapproved of the chartering of religious, political, or "social-action" organizations, and

WHEREAS the General Faculty of the City College without warrant from the Board of Higher Education, without consultation with or approval of Student Government, the authorized representatives of the student body, or the agents created by the administration —the Student Government Fee Commission—has devised a new formula for the allocation of said fee, violative of the spirit in which said fee was promulgated and has been maintained, and expresses its disapproval of the student activities fee, and

WHEREAS the General Faculty Fee Committee—such participation to incoming students has been authorized by the General Faculty to request for appropriations from the Student-Faculty Fee Committee, and if such requests are denied that such organizations seek appropriate redress of their grievances and restoration of their rightful status as college organizations, and

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Student Government

shall lend its fullest support to such legal action as shall be undertaken by the student organizations, and

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Student Government

appoint a committee to review the student activities fee and submit a report of recommendations to the General Faculty Fee Committee for an open hearing on the merits of this controversy, at which time authorized student representatives may be heard.

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the President of the Student Government, in consultation with the executive officers, and subject to subsequent actions of the Student Council, is hereby authorized to take the legal action necessary for the reversal of the General Faculty ruling on the student activities fee allocations, and

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Student Government, petition the Board of Higher Education for an open hearing on the merits of this controversy, at which time authorized student representatives may be heard.

And BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to the President of the College, the members of the Board of Higher Education, and to the members of the faculty of the City College of New York.

The better students use

BARNES & NOBLE

famous educational paperbacks...average price $1.50

OVER 140 TITLES ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

- ANTHROPOLOGY
- ENGLISH
- ART HISTORY
- DRAMA
- ECONOMICS
- ENGINEERING
- LANGUAGES
- HANDBOOKS
- PHILOSOPHY
- SCIENCE
- SOCIAL SCIENCE
- RECREATIONS
- SOCIETY
- SPEECH
- POLITICAL SCIENCE
- STUDY AIDS

START RIGHT...buy your Outlines and Handbooks when you get your textbooks!
Uncompromised

"We are all aware—and this includes Renee Roth—that a plan clears the way for future court action." With these words Peter Steichen, SG Secretary and one of the drafters of the Student Council's two-angled attack on the aptly named "compromise" introduced by the General Faculty, placed Miss Roth in a very lonely position.

Steichen's statement Thursday night removed any possible doubt that the General Faculty's action might be jeopardized. There will be no Student Council to represent the "compromise" plan.

But the first two planks of the campaign appear rather technical in comparison to the personal courage and re-crystallized determination of the students' elected leader. Symbolically and strategically, Miss Roth's protest against the General Faculty's conscious refutation of student will, gains clarity and strength with study.

When she signed her two-dollar Student Activities Fee "under protest," Miss Roth represented every student who, now that the astonishment has worn off, are trying to comprehend how the General Faculty of the College can hope to silence dissent by with-holding and re-charging student monies.

As a strategic mechanism, Miss Roth's step is brilliantly received. If the BHE fails to act favorably on the SC resolution, the General Faculty is being called upon to confront the reality of the very activities he financially supports. Those students who belong to religious, political and social action organizations have been estranged from the College. They've been arbitrarily repudiated by their educators. This College has stood with such little protection.

Miss Roth's protest is the symbol for thousands of indignant students who, now that the astonishment has worn off, are trying to comprehend how the General Faculty of the College can hope to silence dissent by withholding and re-charging student monies.
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Matmen Beaten, 16-13; Captain Suffers First Pin

The College’s wrestling team lost a heartbreaker Saturday, when they traveled to East Stroudsburg Teachers College, 16-13, in the Wingate.

The meet, which saw the Beavers overcome a seemingly insurmountable deficit was not decided until the final match.

In that bout heavyweight Milt Gittleman, one of the team’s standouts, was pinned for the first time in his Lavender career.

Trailing 9-0 after the first three contests, the team fought back to gain an 11-9 lead on decisions by 147-lb. Jack Lowery and 157-lb. Phil Rodman, and four by 167-lb. Gerry Horowitz.

Parriers...

(Continued from Page 7) matches. Melwum had been averaging only one victory a match before Saturday.

Andrew Kemeny had another disappointing day for the Beavers winning only one of three matches. "It's because he's too quick, he threw a fake and the average opponent doesn't even see it," said Lucia, "what he has to do is simplify his game."

Nevertheless, Lucia was proud of his team. Alonzo Johnson and Reggie Spooner gave commendable performances in the foil combining for three victories.

Jerry Sobel, back in shape after being out with a lung inflammation, won his first two matches of the season. Finally, Richie Koch won a great bout for the foil team which almost swung the match in the Beavers' favor.

PRINCETON WINS

Princeton, N. J., Jan. 31—

The College's fencing team lost its third consecutive match to Princeton, N. J., Jan. 31—

The 177-lb. bout was extremely close, and declared a draw, much to the dismay of Lavender wrestler Gersy Lekvov and his by now screaming crowd of Lavender supporters.

That made the score 15-15 and set the stage for the climactic finish.

WILKES PREVAILS

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Jan. 31—

Wilkes had the College's wrestling team grunting and groaning all afternoon here today as the Beavers bowed without too much resistance, 27-3.

Jack Lowery, wrestling in the 147 lb. class, was the only visitor who could claim victory and his triumph was marred by his opponent's claim of foul.

Milt Gittleman, previously undefeated, was decisioned in 2:13 in the last bout of the afternoon.

Phil Rodman, at 157 pounds lost the tightest decision of the entire contest across the way.

Dancers...

Bewildered dancers will be pleased to learn that the dance lounge has not disappeared, as the Snack Bar Lounge has been converted for added dining space.

Change of Registration Are Meets With Mixed Reactions

The shift of registration for this term for the College Liberal Arts and Sciences from the cramped quarters of B-306 Shepard to Great Hall precipitated both complaints and approvals.

The reason for the change is the decline in the number of technology students. According to Peter Praine, Associate Registrar, there had been a constant increase in the number of entering freshmen going into engineering, which peaked in the 1967-1968 academic year.

This year, there is a noticeable decline at the College. There has been an eight per cent decrease in the state.

To realization that the engineering field is not quite as glamorous as aspiring technologists had assumed it to be was cited by Mr. Praine as the cause of the decline. "They were sure that they'd get jobs starting at $10,000 a year," he explained, "but only found themselves being hired as draftsmen and stashed away until there would be some need for engineers."

The tech students had formerly registered in the Great Hall clustered places with the arts sciences students to accentuate the respective discipline and each school.

Beaverettes Win

To the tune of cowbells and noisemakers, and with the encouragement of male cheerleaders, the Beaverettes took on the Varsity Club, the Beaverettes with 26 points. Like as the contest was feared, but moved to Room 325 Finley, next to the Ping Pong Room. The added space in the Snack Bar Lounge has been converted for added dining space.

2nd ANNUAL MUSICAL ARENA THEATRES TRAINING COURSE

Course Consists of:
1. Payroll preparation
2. Union contracts and regulations
3. Box Office procedure
4. House management
5. Office procedure
6. Public relations
7. Production
8. Promotion and publicity
9. Casting

Covers Courses of instruction for young men and women interested in producing and promoting musical arena productions. In addition, students have an opportunity to work on the booking and business aspect of area producing and touring productions. The course runs from March 15, 1968, to May 3, 1968. Students are eligible for credit in drama, history, English, or music. 1/2 credit for regular students, full credit for co-op students. The course is open to students from all majors. For information contact the 2nd Annual Musical Arena Co-ordinator, Peter Skolnick, Kemeny Hall, Room 275.
Ha-Cha Aids Lavender Playmaker; Marcot Has His Own Hoop Rhythm

By LARRY GOTTLEIB

Not long ago, the Wingate gym was the scene of a well-executed scoring play in a practice session. The fast-break was led by a then unknown varsity hopeful, who had the agility of a ballroom dancer, Guy Marcot made his debut on the College's new playing court in a varsity basketball game.

Marcot has the best outside shot in the world. They know that only Viceroys have... the real thinking man's taste.

Marcot's twenty-point output led a well-balanced Beaver effort which saw four men finish in double figures. Julio Delatorre, in an unexpected starting role collected 17.

Marcot Scores 20 Points; Holman Captures 49th Win

(Continued from Page 1) jump shot. He sank both tries and clinched the triumph.

Coach Nat Holman Big 600

THE BOX SCORE
City College (65) St. Francis (53)

Player F T P FG FT TP Player F T P FG FT TP
Coach Marcot 9 2 3 201 Schneider 2 13 5 2 11 5

Lewin 5 6 2 18 Groveman 5 6 2 18

Johnson 5 6 2 18 Lawton 5 6 2 18

Tate 5 6 2 18 Van Verden 5 6 2 18

Waterman 5 6 2 18 Holman 5 6 2 18

Markott 9 2 3 201 Miller 5 6 2 18

McClain 5 6 2 18 Schaeffer 5 6 2 18

Totals 26 15 14 86 Totals 24 15 14 83

Against New Hampshire, the Lavender won and set a new range record with a score of 142-1396. Ed Mahoehe topped the riflers by bagging a total of 294.

Spectacular

Schaeffers
CARTRIDGE
FOUNTAIN PEN
(Plus Five Refills)
Regular Retail Price: $2.95
Cartridge Pack $2.49
Total Value $3.45

Available Exclusively at City College Store

- Student Special Kit
All for only 75¢

Do You Think for Yourself?

(ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS AND FIND OUT!)*

1. If you were about to buy an automobile, would you (A) study the road-test in the magazine, or (B) select the car that looks best to you?

2. When confronted with a menu with lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask what is in each dish, or (B) accept the waiter's recommendation?

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar game, do you (A) refuse to play until you fully understand the rules, or (B) pick up the rules as you go along?

4. When invited to a party, do you (A) accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no matter who attends, or (B) try to learn who will be there before accepting?

5. In buying a radio, would you be influenced more by (A) low price, or (B) product features despite a slightly higher price?

6. When deciding on what movie to see, do you usually prefer films that (A) are gay and diverting, or (B) have a social message?

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in a textbook, do you first (A) head for the dictionary to find the meaning, or (B) try to dope out the meaning yourself?

8. When reading the paper, do you (A) catch yourself concentrating on scandal stories, or (B) spend your time on news and editorial matter?

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, (A) are you easily swayed by bold claims, or (B) do you think for yourself and stick by your decision?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for yourself... you use judgment in your choice of cigarettes, as in everything else. Men and women who think for themselves usually smoke VICEROY. They know best in the world. They know that only VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Hooper Drop 3 Games; Mermen Rip B'klyn, 52-34

Manhattan & Rutgers Turn Back Lavender-Hunter Wins, 60-57

The College's basketball team went on a three-game road trip during the interseason and came home with a three game losing streak.

The disappointing trip started on January 27 when the Beavers visited Nat Holman's team on their home court.

The Beavers never got closer than the final score of 83-57. The team's performance in this frame was a little less than spectacular.

Of the top metropolitan teams against Rutgers University, their performance in this game was a little less than spectacular.

With Bob Madsy and Don McGorty leading the attack, Manhattan rolled to a 40-24 halftime lead. The Beavers never got closer than the final score of 83-57. The team's performance in this frame was a little less than spectacular.

Of the top metropolitan teams against Rutgers University, their performance in this game was a little less than spectacular.

The Beavers took an early lead and at halftime were 51-39, largely because of the inept play of the Hawks. The situation quickly reversed in the second half with the Lavender playing disorganized ball.

With eight seconds remaining in the game and Hunter ahead, 56-57, the crucial play of the game occurred. Marty Groveman drove in for a score and Hunter took the lead. The Beavers never got closer than the final score of 57-39.

The game between the mates, who were mainly Rutgers fans and enjoyed the run-away triumph, was scoreless for the Beavers while Karl Szrederki had twenty-two markers to lead Hunter.

Fencers Lose, Mayor Stars

Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 7—The College's fencing team played its best match of the year today but was nipped by Harvard, 16-12.

"We were so close to the greatest upset of the year," remarked a delighted Ed Lucia after the match. "We were better in this match," the fencing coach continued, "than when we beat Rutgers earlier this season."

The Panthers fought against tremendous disadvantages and almost upset "one of the greatest teams in the country." They endured a six hour trip, fought on a foreign court and were judged by Harvard officials.

It's hard to single out the top performers for the Beavers but the following two men were outstanding:

One was Harold Mayer who took all three of the sabre matches to run his consecutive victory streak to nine. "Mayer has extraordinary aptitude," commented the coach, "it's amazing what he's done with the sabre in one year."

The other man who came to life against Harvard was Bob Melwurm who won his three bouts.

Winning nine out of nine events it enabled the College's swimming team to beat Brooklyn College, 52-34, Saturday, at the Kingsmen's pool.

Only the absence of a Beaver entity in the 400-yard medley relay prevented a clean sweep of all events.

In spite of all the Lavender first place finishes, the meet was closed when the seventh event of the afternoon, when Pete Nussery pulled away from Arran Cooperman of Brooklyn in the 200-yard breaststroke, was taken.

The College went its third meet of the season through the double victories of captain Joel White and Stays Mike Mash and Carl Eula. White easily captured the 200-yard freestyle events.

The Beaver's lack of depth was evident again as their Bedford Avenue representatives placed second in seven events.

In the diving competition, Nick West and Marty Groveman of Kaplan planked far ahead of any Kingsmen opponents. West, a heavy six-footer, towers over Kaplan, shortest man on the Lavender squad, as he easily captured the Matt Jeff team to capture the diving event.

The final event of the afternoon, the 400-yard freestyle relay, caught the excitement of the small audience as both squads exchanged leads several times until anchor man Joel White churned past Brooklyn College's Marshall Barshay to pick up the College's last victory.

Lavender coach, Jack Rider was pleased over his teams' showing. "We were better in this match," Julio said, "than when we beat Rutgers earlier this season."
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